Automated protein NMR structure determination in solution.
The main drawback of protein NMR spectroscopy today is still the extensive amount of time required for solving a single structure. The main bottleneck in this respect is the manual evaluation of the experimental spectra. A clear solution to this challenge is the development of automated methods for this purpose. At the current stage of development, this goal has been almost or in a few cases fully reached for favorable cases such as well-behaved, stably folding smaller proteins below the 25 kDa range. For larger and/or more difficult molecules, the input of a human expert is still required. However, even here, automated routines will substantially speed up the structure determination process. In this report, we will summarize recent developments in this field and especially emphasize practical aspects important for a successful automated protein structure determination in solution. An important aspect closely related to structure determination is structure validation. Therefore, we devote a section to automated approaches for this topic.